Tokyo, 2 March 2012: On Saturday, 31 March 2012, NAA will open the Business Aviation Terminal -Premier Gate-, an exclusive terminal for corporate and other VIP customers using corporate and private jets.

This terminal will provide customers with:

1. Privacy through the use of an exclusive route,
2. Swift inbound and outbound passport control procedures by way of dedicated CIQ facilities and
3. Speedy access to the Tokyo metropolitan area.

Business Aviation Terminal -Premier Gate- offers and provides support for those active global business people, needing every minute and every second to secure a valuable business, to fully utilize their precious time in an efficient, cost-effective manner.

Details

- **Facility name:** Business Aviation Terminal -Premier Gate-
- **Location:** 1st floor of South Operation Center beside Terminal 2
- **Commissioning date:** Saturday, 31 March 2012
- **Operating hours:** 6:00 - 23:00
- **Facility usage charges:** JPY250,000 per arrival or departure
- **Other:** Please refer to the Attachment for an overview of the terminal.

*Reference*

- The permissible continuous parking duration for corporate jets will be extended from 14 days to 30 days in conjunction with the opening of this terminal. However, only up to 5 stands can be used at the same time by aircraft parking for 8 to 30 days (presently, a maximum of 3 stands can be used at the same time by aircraft parking for 8 to 14 days).
- Vacancies for corporate jet slots and parking stands can currently be viewed on our website. From Monday, 2 April 2012, we will also start accepting applications for their use on the site.
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- 18 stands to be constructed
- Allowable duration for continuous parking extended from 14 days to 30 days

Runway B 2,500m
Runway A 4,000m

Passengers boarding and deplaning at stands next to the terminal only when they are not used by scheduled services
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* Above are CG images of the facilities